
Instruction for lobby slides (DO NOT USE THIS SLIDE)

- Pick only the slides which describe features that apply to your site
- The in-between slides are dividing the slides according to main themes:
  1. Using Office Flow Destination Control System
  2. Access card -related functions
  3. Mobile application for Office Flow
- Slide sets can be compiled for use case:
  A. more complete sets to be included for tenant-communication
  B. key features on a few changing slides for quick tips on busy lobbies
  C. other



Introduction to Office Flow
solution in your building



Simplicity of travel
TIPS FOR MAKING ELEVATOR CALLS



Destination panels
This building has a system where 
you choose the destination floor 
on elevator lobby. The system will 
then guide you to the optimal 
elevator.



Room for everybody
When every passenger makes 
their elevator call, the system is 
able to divide the rides in the 
best way and avoid overcrowded 
elevators. 



Destination displays
Once you have made an elevator 
call, you can use destination 
displays to double check the 
elevator which is serving your call.
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Accessibility mode
Tap the accessibility call button for 
longer door opening time and voice 
guidance to find the right elevator.



Personalized access
USING YOUR ACCESS CARD



Tap for instant call
Tap your key at the reader to get a 
call to your home floor effortlessly 
and quickly.



Access all your floors
Hold your key on reader until you see
a list of all the floors you have access to. 
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Priority call
To ensure your call gets a higher 
priority and a dedicated elevator, 
select Priority call from personal 
menu.



Elevator waiting for you
CALL ELEVATOR VIA MOBILE APP



Call elevator with an app!
This building has KONE Office Flow 
app for making elevator calls. 
Consult the front desk for more 
information.



One tap to favorite floor
Most of us use only a few floors
on a daily basis at the office. Favorite 
floors on the app make calling an 
elevator easier than ever.


